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Congratulations! You’ve just downloaded the best book about tripping your 

balls off (sorry ladies) on Magic Mushrooms & Magic Truffles. This book will 

learn everything you need to know about Magic Mushrooms and Magic Truffles 

and how to use them in the best possible way. It is a book which prepares you 

for a journey within the realms of your own brain, or maybe it is a book about 

plugging in to the energy of the cosmos, who knows. However I wrote this 

eBook after receiving many questions and requests from our visitors at 

Trufflemagic.com  

Feel  free to share this document with fellow psychonauts. Please read our 

disclaimer, NO RIGHTS RESERVED! 

This Ebook contains material not protected under International and Federal 

Copyright Laws and Treaties. Any unauthorized reprint or use of this material is 

allowed. Any part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or 

by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or 

by any information storage and retrieval system without express written 

permission from the author / publisher. Please share this book with your friends 

and companions. 

http://www.trufflemagic.com/?ap_id=alphagrowers&utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=ebook
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For any additional information, questions, suggestions or proposals, please 

visit www.trufflemagic.com or contact me directly on info@trufflemagic.com . 

For daily updates and the latest magic deals add me on facebook or . 

May the Magic be with you, 

 
 

  

http://www.trufflemagic.com/?ap_id=alphagrowers&utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=ebook
mailto:info@trufflemagic.com
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1  The background 

1.1 Magic of the world 

Magic Mushrooms and Magic Truffles are as old as our world. The 

earliest images of hallucinogenic mushrooms can be found in the 

Sahara desert. It is estimated that these images are around 8000 years of 

age. The idea that the use of hallucinogens must have been a source of 

inspiration for the pictures is not new. Research on these images has shown 

that mushrooms are frequently depicted. This ancient artefact shows that 

magic mushrooms have been around for a while. 

 

Psychoactive fungi of the Psilocybe genus have been traditionally used for 

over 3000 years in Central America. In Mesoamerica (The cultural region 

containing Central-Mexico and Nicaragua), sacred mushrooms have been used 

since time immemorial to connect with worlds that normally only exist outside 

our consciousness. In Europe, you can also find many old mushroom 
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depictions, proving the major role magic mushrooms have played in the lives of 

our forefathers.  

In 1953, Valentina and Gordon Wasson were the first western researchers 

to participate in traditional Mexican-Indian people’s sacred mushroom rituals.  

They researched and documented their mushroom use amongst several tribes 

of the Nahua-speaking Indians of Mesoamerica in 1957.  The Nahua are the 

ancestors of the once mighty Olmecs, Toltecs, and Aztecs. The Mayan cultures 

of Central America may also have used mushrooms in a ceremonial context. 

The indigenous native inhabitants of Mesoamerica, which is the cultural region 

containing Central-Mexico and Nicaragua currently employ several entheogenic 

mushrooms for the purpose of healing and curing through divination via 

magico-religious evening rituals. 

It was the Mazatec curandera Doña María Sabina, who 

shared her secrets with Gordon Wasson and photographer 

Alan Richardson and thus spread this knowledge to the 

western world. Eventually Valentina Wasson would become 

one of the first to suggest that psychedelic mushrooms 

might be beneficial in a psychotherapeutic setting. 
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In the colonial days, the use of magic mushrooms among the native 

inhabitants shocked the Spanish clergy. Their users strongly believed these 

fungi gave vision-giving powers to heal through divination, providing visions 

and keys for unlocking doorways into the mind. The natives respected the 

mushrooms and held their special properties in awe and reverence. 

To the natives, mushrooms are sacred, respected and medicinal. They were 

also seen as a way to communicate with the Gods. The Aztecs even had a god 

who protected the mushrooms, known as Xochipelli (Prince of Flowers). 

When Western researchers of the shamans 

experienced psilocybe shrooms for the first 

time, there was a shock of enlightenment in 

the world of truth-seekers; many believed they 

found their soma, their nectar, their life elixir, 

their flesh of the gods. In the sixties, the 

interest in these natives grew enormously and 

to this day, many people look for entheogenic 

experiences with mushrooms. 
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Soma is a ritual drink mentioned in Hindu scriptures like the Rig-Veda. The 

drink would sharpen the senses and thus promote better perception. The 

Greek word soma means "body." In Latin it means "sleep". Soma is also the 

fictional artificial drug in the novel Brave New World (1932) by Aldous Huxley, 

which gives its users a whirl of indefinable happiness and forgetfulness. 

In the 70’s, psychonauts discovered that there’s an 

excellent variant of the magic mushroom that occurs 

everywhere in Europe: The Psilocybe family (Psilo 

means “bald”, cybe means “head”), which the Dutch 

and Germans (among many other languages) call 

“Bald-head” (Kaalkopje, Kahlkopf) but in English they 

are better known as the “Liberty Cap”.  

It turned out to be an excellent entheogen and people went out to harvest 

them everywhere. About 186 species have been found in the genus Psilocybe.  

Those who want to search, can find them in the most diverse places nearby: 

 The most common Liberty Cap (Psilocybe semilanceata) can be found 

in parks, gardens, forests, sports fields and along roadsides. 
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 The Dung-loving Psilocybe (Psilocybe coprophila) grows in manure or 

heavily fertilized soil. 

 The Mountain Moss Psilocybe (Psilocybe montana) grows between 

lichens and mosses on sandy forests and heathlands. They are small, 

between two and three inches high and pretty hard to find. 

Moreover, there are quite a few other small mushrooms which to many 

may mistakenly appear as Liberty Caps, but a good mycologist will know what 

they are.  

Please read the identification guide of 

Paul Stamets: “Psilocybin Mushrooms of the 

World” before you go out in the fields. 
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1.2 Utopian aspirations  

Psychedelics tend to generate utopian aspirations. They bring human 

consciousness into intense, extreme, profoundly emotional states of mystical 

union with all of life. This can be your wake-up call.  

 

Suddenly you become conscious of how live on earth is and the way our society 

is ordered. With petty social conventions, bourgeois propriety, and hypocritical 

social arrangements. You know we live in a far from perfect society created by 
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men to their best abilities. This is also the main difference between a society 

and a group of animals; people consciously shape their society.  

Through the ages, religious leaders and philosophers have thought about 

the ideal society. "A new heaven and a new earth"  from Plato's Politeia (State) 

is a well-known blueprint for an ideal society. He later supplemented it by his 

Nomoi (Laws). In an ideal society justice, peace and happiness will prevail for 

everybody. However, the problem is that our social order demands a large 

amount of hypocrisy, compromise, and abnegation of one's creative impulses. 

Some of this is lamentable, but some of it may be absolutely necessary for the 

maintenance of a functioning mass-scale society at this point in time.  

So watch out: The psychedelic experience can be intensely wrenching in the 

stark contradiction it offers between the exalted visionary state and the painful 

superficiality, alienation, soullessness and sterility of modern life.  

Facing the truth and being able to do something about it are certainly two 

different things, and that’s the reason why we’ve created Trufflemagic.com  

 

 

http://www.trufflemagic.com/?ap_id=alphagrowers&utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=ebook
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1.3 Trufflemagic on a mission 

We want to make a positive contribution to a better world by providing 

people a chance to broaden their minds and enhancing their inspiration, 

creativity  and open-mindedness so they can decondition themselves to 

become a more conscious and stable person. 

Why: 

As Terence McKenna said: “It’s clearly a crisis of two things: of 

consciousness and conditioning. We have the technological power, the 

engineering skills to save our planet, to cure disease, to feed the hungry, to end 

war; But we lack the intellectual vision, the ability to change our minds. We 

must decondition ourselves from 10,000 years of bad behavior. And, it’s not 

easy.” 
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We  live in a very fast world where the development of technology is faster 

than the creative development of the consciousness of mankind.  This leads to 

a rigid view of the world causing tunnel vision, a lot of misunderstanding and 

problems. Just look around you or watch TV. There is a lot of shit going on in 

the world.  

How: 

By providing a website with relevant articles about magic fungi but also by 

making it possible for you to consume them and to be part of a large family of 

people all around the world.       

What:  

Magic Truffles and Magic Mushrooms will stimulate your minds creative 

cells, giving you helpful insights and creativity that have a lasting positive 

impact. Magic Mushrooms and Magic Truffles are products of mother earth. 

Within a day there’s nothing left of the substance in your body and it is in no 

way harmful or addictive.   

Our 70+ year old breeder has been working for over 20 years to perfect his 

products. He experimented with different types of Psilocybin mushrooms like 

Copelandia, and many kinds of Psilocybes.  
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He managed to improve these strains into stronger, more potent and tastier 

types. The normal growth time of Magic Truffles is about 4 months. After that 

time, most Magic Truffles die. Because of the short growing period there is a lot 

of moisture in it which causes a sour taste. By continuously outperforming the 

products he managed to linger the growing period to 12 months which is way 

longer than other truffles. As a result, there is much more dry substance  in it, 

containing the Psilocybine and Psilocine substances. Another advantage is the 

taste, which is much better. Trufflemagic’s magic truffles taste similar to 

walnuts. 

In 2011, we invented the Psilocybe Hollandia, and, I’m sure you remember; 

we gave away more than 10.000 portions of Psilocybe Hollandia for free. To 

this day, it remains the most popular magic truffle species in the world. 

The secret to the success lays in a professional preparation in a laboratory 

were the special substrate is injected with spores. After that the bags are 

transported to the nursery garden. Here it is a perfect environment that 

simulates nature. Temperature, light and humidity are the basic parameters to 

cultivate sclerotia to a maximum size. All our truffles are made with maximum 

care for the best product available. Every day we work hard to achieve the best 

possible product.   
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1.4 Magic Mushrooms versus Magic Truffles  

At first it’s important to know about the lifecycle of the mushroom. To 

most people a mushroom consists of a stem and a cap. What these people 

do not realize, is that there's an entire network of so-called mycelium 

beneath the mushroom. Mycelium is a tight network of underground cells. 

During its lifespan the mycelium has only one goal: The existing and 

reproducing of the species. This goal is achieved by growing mushrooms. 

These mushrooms produce spores and drop these when they mature.  

The lifecycle:  

 A mature mushroom drops 

spores 

 Spores fall on the ground, and 

germinate 

 They meet compatible spores 

 Mycelium is created. Pinheads 

(small caps) pop up from the soil. 

 Primordia formation. The mushroom grows, matures and drops 

spores 

 Circle completed 
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Magic Mushrooms and Magic Truffles are best understood when you 

compare the life cycle of a fungus to that of a plant. The spores are the seed, 

the underground mycelium is the plant, and the mushrooms are the fruit. The 

(white) mycelium reproduces by forming mushrooms. When the mushrooms 

are matured, they release their spores. These will later germinate and grow 

into mycelium again, thus completing the circle of life.  

Objectively, magic truffles are not actual truffles, but sclerotia cluttered 

together.  This means that a magic truffle is the fruiting body of a mushroom 

that can’t grow above ground due to bad circumstances. So as a survival 

mechanism, it grows underground.  

So apart from the visual appearance there is no difference in effectiveness 

between magic mushrooms and magic truffles. Both contain the hallucinogenic 

substances psilocybin, psilocin and baeocystin, both can be equally effective. 

The experience you can expect with magic truffles is absolutely identical to 

the one induced by magic mushrooms. Eventually, in both forms of fungi, the 

combination of ingredients psilocybin, psilocin and baeocystin/norbaeocystin is 

effective. Thus,  mushrooms and sclerotia are eventually only the carriers of 

the psychoactive substances. 
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Apart from the way they grow, there is in fact no difference between magic 

truffles and magic mushrooms. They are parts of one and the same organism. 
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1.5 What to buy 

At Trufflemagic.com, we offer different kinds of products. What you choose 

depends on what you wish to achieve. 

Time: When do you want to trip? 

If you don’t have much time, and you just want to trip instead of growing 

first, then you should take the single vacuum sealed portions. They can be 

opened and consumed just like that. Are you with a group and you have a 

couple of days’ time? Then check out the Magic Truffle Growkits. They produce 

up to eight portions, and can be harvested within three days only. Be aware 

that these fresh truffles have to be fully consumed once opened. 

Strength: What kind of tripper are you? 

Choose your dosage and species wisely. It depends on what you’re trying to 

achieve. A very high dose can be overly intense for the inexperienced, but a 

small dose can be disappointing for those who expect a lot of visuals. 

Know what kind of tripper you are (see chapter 2.2: Different kinds of 

trippers). For example; Are you at a party and do you want to feel a slight social 

buzz? Take a small dose (5-10 grams) of Psilocybe Mexicana (weakest magic 

truffle). Are you in a comfortable setting, and in for a really deep, visual trip? 

http://www.trufflemagic.com/product/psilocybe-mexicana/?ap_id=alphagrowers&utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=ebook
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You’ll need a higher dose (15-25 grams) of a stronger species, like the Psilocybe 

Hollandia or the Pandora Magic Truffle Growkit. 

Read chapter 2.2: “Different kinds of users” to figure out what kind of tripper 

you are. 

Interested in Mycology? 

Do you like watching nature grow? Or are you in general more interested in 

mushrooms than truffles? Then make sure to check out the 100% Mycelium 

Magic Mushroom Growkits. They are easy to grow, and can result in yields up 

to 800 grams of Magic Mushrooms. Once dried, they can be stored for a year! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.trufflemagic.com/product/psilocybe-hollandia/
http://www.trufflemagic.com/product/psilocybe-hollandia/
http://www.trufflemagic.com/product/magic-truffles-growkit-pandora/?ap_id=alphagrowers&utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=ebook
http://www.trufflemagic.com/webshop/100-percent-mycelium-growkits/?ap_id=alphagrowers&utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=ebook
http://www.trufflemagic.com/webshop/100-percent-mycelium-growkits/?ap_id=alphagrowers&utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=ebook
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1.6 Altered State of Consciousness  

Taking Magic Mushrooms or Magic Truffles brings you to an altered state of 

consciousness also called altered state of mind, mind alteration or altered state 

of awareness. This condition is significantly different from a normal waking 

beta wave state.  

The term “Altered State of Consciousness” 

was used as early as 1966 by Arnold M. 

Ludwig and brought into common usage from 

1969 by Charles Tart. 

Altered states of consciousness can be seen as 

induced changes in your mental state, almost 

always temporary. 
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 It may be caused either accidental or intentionally, and being interpreted 

depending on these causes and their contexts: 

 Accidental and Pathological 

 Intentional: 

o Recreational 

o Spiritual & religious 

ASC may be caused by psycho-active drugs or intoxication, which may be 

either accidental or pathological, but can also be intentional. The intentionally 

purpose on getting into an  altered states of consciousness can also be Spiritual 

and religious as well as recreational. 

An altered states of consciousness can sometimes be reached intentionally 

by the use of sensory deprivation, an isolation tank, lucid dreaming and 

hypnosis. And in a more religious way by, for example: meditation, prayer, or 

Yoga. Spiritual beliefs enclose concentration of thoughts through meditation, 

and spiritual or mystical rituals, for the removal of bad spirits that may cause 

altered state of consciousness. 
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Psychoactive drugs 

Your consciousness can be altered in many ways and drug use is only one of 

them. Psychoactive drugs can aid in altering the state of consciousness. 

Psychoactive drugs can be defined as: “A chemical substance that passes 

through the blood and disturbs brain function, causing changes in awareness, 

attitude, consciousness, and behavior. (Revonsuo, A., Kallio, S., & Sikka, P. 

2009)  

Marijuana, MDMA, 

Opiates, Cocaine, LSD, 

Alcohol and of course 

Psychedelic Mushrooms 

can all alter the state of 

consciousness in different 

ways. 
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1.7 All molecules 

Magic Mushrooms and Magic Truffles both contain the hallucinogenic 

molecules psilocybin, psilocin and in less amount baeocystin. Psilocybin and 

psilocin are naturally occurring psychedelics with a long history of human use. 

Psilocybin is metabolized after ingestion into psilocin which is the primary 

active chemical. Psilocin is found in many different fungi. The molecular 

structure of Psilocin looks like this : 
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And the molecular structure of psilocybin looks like this : 
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There are many people who consider the substance as an entheogen. This 

literally means “the God within us”, and it is a term used for psychoactive 

substances used in a spiritual context. How long and how intense entheogen 

works depends on many factors, such as when someone takes it and the mood 

and setting in which someone is. 

After taking psilocybin our body changes the substance in psilocin. Psilocin 

affects certain receptors in the brain. Psilocybin is absolutely non-toxic. Never 

has someone deceased of the substance.The active substances psilocybin and 

psilocin, are chemically related to dimethyltryptamine (DMT), a tryptamine that 

naturally occurs in our brains. From a physical point of view psilocybin and 

psilocin are safe and not harmful to the body. 

A must read is Alexander ‘Sasha’ Shulgin’s book 

'TiHKAL' (Tryptamines I Have Known and Loved).  This 

book covers DMT and all the di-alkyl-tryptamines, 

DMT analogues and derivatives like 5Mao-DMT, 

psilocybin and psilocin, the beta-carbolines such as 

harmine and harmaline, everyone's favorite problem 

child LSD and its related ergot alkaloids, and doubtless many compounds which 

the rest of us have never heard of. 
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1.8 Legal issues you need to know about 

It is important to know the drug-laws in your country because you don’t 

want to be a criminal and neither do we. 

The principle of legality constitutes a fundamental human right, protected 

by international conventions, that also has to be respected by the member 

states of the United Nations. This implies that hallucinogenic mushrooms are 

legal unless national legislators or courts have explicitly penalized them. The 

same goes for truffles, which are scientifically distinguished from mushrooms. 

The Dutch example shows that bringing a specific hallucinogenic mushroom 

under the control of the Drug Act, does not imply that also the subterranean 

substratum of that mushroom, the magic truffle, is controlled by that Act. 

For that reason it is advisable to carefully check in every country where you 

want to buy, sell or possess truffles or mushrooms, if these goods are explicitly 

made punishable by national laws or other regulations. As long as this is not 

the case, they must be assumed freely marketable. 

In the Netherlands (and many other countries), magic truffles are 

completely legal to buy, sell, possess and use. However, magic mushrooms are 

illegal in The Netherlands, except Magic Mushroom Growkits for private use 

only. It may sound strange, but that’s the world we live in ;)  
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The following quote is from a mushroom study conducted by the Dutch 

government:  

“The use of hallucinogenic mushrooms (paddo's) poses such a low risk for 

the health of the individual and for society that prohibiting their use would 

appear to  be a disproportionately grave measure in relation to the nuisance 

and damage caused by their current use. This is the conclusion reached by the 

Co-ordination Centre for Assessment and Monitoring  of new drugs (CAM) in an 

assessment commissioned by the Dutch Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport 

(VWS).” (Risicoschatting psilocine en psilocybine bevattende Paddenstoelen 

(paddo’s), Rijksoverheid, 2007). 

 It’s somewhat strange that a product that has proven to be safe and not 

addictive still got banned. We could not sell our beautiful products if they were 

illegal. We often receive questions about this. Therefore we approached the 

best lawyer firm on this subject to confirm the legal status of magic 

truffles. You can read the complete statement by our lawyer firm here. 

  

https://www.trufflemagic.com/media/pdf/Advice-BakkerSchut-VanderPlas-Advocates.PDF
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2 The present 

Psychedelic drugs have always been an interesting research subject, and 

many articles have been written about them. Psychedelic drugs like LSD, 

psilocybin, and mescaline go a long way back, especially as spiritual 

entheogens. For example, psychedelic plants, such as psilocybe mushrooms, 

peyote, and ayahuasca have been used in shamanic traditions in the Americas 

for a long time (Lerner & Lyvers, 2006). 

Recent research has shown that administering psychedelic drugs in a 

supportive setting can bring profound mystical experiences. For example, in a 

2006 experiment on the effects of psilocybin, the study found that about 60% 

of volunteers who had never before used psychedelic drugs, had a “complete 

mystical experience” characterised by experiences such as unity with all things, 

transcendence of time and space, a sense of insight into the ultimate nature of 

reality, and feelings of ineffability, awe, and profound positive emotions such 

as joy, peace, and love (Griffiths, Richards, McCann, & Jesse, 2006). 

Before you start consuming, it is very important that you know yourselve, 

and what kind of user you are.  

Magic truffles and mushrooms can be used to relax on a low dose. It is a 

nice, social and unforgettable experience that you can share with others.  
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Another category of users take higher dosage of magic mushrooms, - 

truffles or sclerotia for spiritual reasons, like the Maya’s, the Inca’s and the 

Native Americans. 

 

  

 

http://www.trufflemagic.com/blog/using-truffles-for-shamanic-purposes/
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2.1 Who should take a trip 

Tripping isn’t something that should be taken lightly. Tripping on a medium 

or higher dose can be psychologically destructive if done by the wrong person, 

or even for the right person at the wrong time in the wrong environment.  

First you have to do some honest self-inquiry. If you don't think you’d be 

capable of facing your innermost terrors and fears of death and insanity, not to 

mention very convincing and scary demons, don’t take this road.  

There are other paths to ecstasy and visionary states like meditation, yoga 

and so on. Self-knowledge is a key to wisdom, and knowing which paths are 

right for you and which aren't at different stages of your life is a very important 

component of wisdom. 

Furthermore, It may be best not to undertake such an experience when 

you’re too young, because it’s best to have a brain with a developed and solid 

ego-structure before seeking to shake it up. 

So I want to point out for whom they are not intended: 

 People under the age of 18 years; 

 suffering from epilepsy or latent epilepsy; 

 suffering from schizophrenia or latent neuropsychiatric problems;  
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 suffering from negative heart conditions;  

 or suffering from another mental disorder. 

However there is no hard evidence in the case of accidents, prevention is 

better than cure. 

So, Tripping is for people who did some honest self-inquiry and do think 

they’re capable of facing down your innermost terrors and fears of death and 

insanity. And are ready to face very convincing and scary demons. But also 

ready to experience a beauty and peace and love of an overwhelming kind.  

Psychedelics are mainly used by 

more educated people like 

students and intellectuals.  

 

 

 

They take magic truffles to enhance their creativity and to get new insights 

about the world around us.  
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In that way, Albert Einstein would have loved to take magic truffles 

considering his comment: ‘Problems cannot be resolved within the framework 

in which they were created”.  Makes me wonder: Maybe he used some 

psychedelics indeed ;)  
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2.2 Different type of users 

Mainly we can distinguish 5 types of Mushroom users. Maybe you can 

recognise yourself in one or more of them. 

First there is the experimenter:  Experimenters are usually young people 

who are curious by nature and want to experiment with different experiences. 

For some, drugs are good conversation starters, they are interesting to talk 

about and fascinate everyone. Fewer young people use drugs specifically to 

ease the trauma and pain of unsatisfactory relationships and the physical and 

emotional abuse arising from unhappy home lives. 

Second we have the socialiser:  These people like to be together with the 

likeminded in a cosy and peaceful surrounding to share thoughts and insights 

about philosophical subjects like equanimity, enlightenment, and wisdom. 

Third, the party-tripper:  Psychedelics are used at parties. Mainly Psy-trance 

and Goa have roots all the way back to the province of Goa in India. The music 

is characterized by its use of a driving 4/4 or 3/3 beat, a trance-inducing melody 

that is performed by various effects like teleport zapping, blasts, and pitch 

bending cracks that help to create a mystic state to the listener.  
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Fourth there is the home-tripper: Home-trippers are usually the more 

experienced, who take a medium trip to gain new insights and listen to 

profound music and have a relaxed attention full evening at home. 

 Fifth we have the Psychonaut: An archaic/modern drug users who uses 

entheogenic substances  in order to go into altered states of mind to gain 

deeper insights and spiritual experiences. 
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Clinical psychiatrist Jan Dirk Blom describes psychonautics as denoting "The 

exploration of the psyche by means of techniques such as lucid dreaming, 

brainwave entrainment, sensory deprivation, and the use of hallucinogenics or 

entheogens", and a psychonaut as one “ Who seeks to investigate their mind 

using intentionally induced altered states of consciousness" for spiritual, 

scientific, or research purposes. Are you? 

In summary, for many people it is a profound spiritual experience in which 

healing occurs, brilliant inspirations are found,  and ideas are born. 
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2.3 Levels of tripping 

When taking truffles or other psychedelics, many psychonauts talk about 

their “level 4 trip”. There’s a good chance that you aren’t sure what they’re 

talking about, and actually the trip levels are just a way to explain others what 

kind of psychedelic experience you’ve had. 

We are not going to explain how much you have to take to reach a certain 

trip level. It really differs from person to person. Results vary because there are 

so many ways people perceive their experience, and there is no perfect way of 

generalising an experience into “levels”. It is what it is. 

However you can read more in the chapter 2.5.4 about dosage. 

Trip level 1: A little numb and very social 

You may feel extreme relaxation, a “stoning” effect. Colours and sounds 

may be different; wider, brighter and clearer. You are socially more active, and 

maybe a bit philosophical. 
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Trip level 2: Creativity and mild visuals 

Everything looks bright and objects may look like they’re slightly moving. 

When you focus on objects, it can look as if they were made of smooth plastic. 

When you close your eyes, you may see some patterns. Your short term 

memory changes, which causes you to change thoughts rapidly. Your natural 

way of thought is bypassed, which makes you creative and come up with new 

ideas. 

 

 

http://trufflemagic.com/blog/en/2013/01/15/the-five-levels-of-tripping/wallsmove/
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Trip level 3: Stronger visuals, mild hallucinations 

Strong visuals, kaleidoscopic effects, and waving, warping objects and faces 

around you. Mild hallucinations like flowing water and trees. Closed eye 

hallucinations are more obvious and attractive (probably 3D). Some 

disorientation may occur regarding what you can feel, see or hear. Losing 

control over what time it is and how long you’ve been tripping. 

 

 

 

http://trufflemagic.com/blog/en/2013/01/15/the-five-levels-of-tripping/strongtrip/
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Trip level 4: Intense hallucinations 

Intense hallucinations, things around you are morphing. You may feel that 

objects or hallucinations are talking to you. You may feel multiple emotions at 

once, contradictions. Time and reality seem meaningless. Mild synesthesia. 

Possibly out-of-body experiences. 

Trip level 5: Total loss of reality 

Visually, everything is different. Reality and ego are dissolved. You are not 

sure what you see and what you hear, because everything seems to function as 

one. Time and reality are gone. You feel like merging with the universe and/or 

objects around you. There is no way of perceiving things, there is no right or 

wrong, there is no reality. You feel like you are blended with space and 

eternity. Some call this Satori, awakening or enlightenment. 
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2.4 Effect on several areas  

Magic Truffles and Magic Mushrooms are one of the oldest medicines of 

this earth and work in several areas: 

Mental 

The capacity for introspection and visualization is greatly increased. Mentally, a 

ceremony may help others to achieve less obvious perspectives and thinking 

about things in a way that is not necessarily common. 

It can help you to comment on 

how you think about your life, 

yourself, reality, others and the 

relationships between all of this. 

Many people report that they 

can think more clearly and that 

their senses are much sharper. 
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Spiritual 

Thanks to the Magic Truffles and Shrooms your soul will open up for spiritual 

dimensions, such as unity, harmony and peace which can be deeply felt. 

Spiritual entities, such as spirits of the drug plants, totem animals, guides, can 

show itself to you in your visuals. You may be more consciously aware of the 

higher aspects in yourself and connect to a real sense of love, unity and 

harmony. Everybody has it in themselves but it is often not accessible because 

you may still carry negativity with you. Once that dissolves there is room for 

the other feelings which are permanently in your life. 

Emotional 

Emotionally, Magic Truffles and Magic Mushrooms have a cleansing and 

invigorating effect. Deep in the subconscious, you may discover hidden 

emotions and emotional blockages that can come to the surface so they can be 

processed. 

They may help you to overcome fears and insecurities. It lets you open up 

more to the feeling of love and trust in your life. Magic Truffles also have an 

antidepressant effect and dispels the gloom and dark thoughts. This is because 

the effective substances act on your dopamine and serotonin receptors. 
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Physical 

Sometimes people have a vague and sick feeling in their stomach after eating 

the Magic Truffles. This usually disappears after a few minutes. After the trip, it 

is important to drink enough water. The Magic Truffles have a cleansing effect 

and your body needs to remove the substances from your bodily fluids. 

The molecules psilocybin, psilocin, baeocystin and norbaeocystin are in no 

way harmful or toxic to humans and leave the body completely within a few 

days. However, according to the Mazatec people, the energy of the Magic 

Truffles is still working for at least three months after the ceremony.  
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2.5 Tripping or taking the journey 

Taking magic truffles or mushrooms is quite an experience. It is something 

you shouldn’t do unprepared. To make sure your experience is a pleasant one it 

is wise to take the right precautions. In this section we want to give you some 

tips on how to get the most out of your trip. In this chapter I will describe how 

a trip could be. You have to understand that it is a very profound process 

guided by an intelligent natural resource. So you have to understand that no 

journey will be the same, and you get whatever you need. Usually insightful, 

sometimes beautiful and (in less pleasant cases) sometimes you will face some 

of your own demons. 

A Magic Truffle or Magic Mushroom experience is a very individual 

experience. The effect of the Magic Truffles begin about 20 to 60 minutes after 

ingestion, sometimes you notice the initial effects after 10 minutes. The 

psychedelic journey takes between three and six hours after which it gradually 

decreases. The first three to four hours are the most intense. Psilocybin / 

psilocin experiences are usually quite colorful and full of visions. You may 

discover some colorful closed-eyed-visuals like mandala-shaped figures and 

worlds, or visuals of gods and elves. The world is much more lively than it 

already is. The walls can go into waves and breathes everywhere, plants begin 
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to talk and the limits of the outside world, the macrocosm, fade to that of the 

inner microcosm. 

The entheogenic effects of the molecules are not the be underestimated. 

On visionary doses, you will have an experience of a journey in the cosmos of 

your soul. 

Transfiguration, birth and death experiences (also called ego-death) can be 

really strange and overwhelming. Meeting other creatures and making your 

way to a completely unknown worlds are possible. 
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If any unknown and unusual experiences is too overwhelming relax and 

breathe deeply and firmly. When you’ve found your trip-sitter, it is time to 

guide you in the safe setting of the trip. These experiences are most likely to 

occur during the first hours of the trip. After this peak, many people experience 

an undulating continuation of the journey, where the senses are fully open, you 

can enjoy music and the after-effects of the Magic Truffles or Mushrooms. 

It’s good to know that traveling and any healing of yourself takes place in 

the present. If this means that you have to put your ego, pride and defense 

aside, you have to do that. 

Do not get irritated towards yourself about where your mind is taking you, 

because you cannot control these feelings. The process will take its own path.  

Accepting and respecting what is happening is the only way to go. 
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2.5.2 Preparing your voyage 

Before a passenger makes the decision to voyage through consciousness to 

the spiritual realm, one must have a proper "set and setting".  

Set refers to one’s mental and physical health while setting pertains to a 

passengers location and environment. If you are taking your trip seriously, you 

start with preparing your trip a couple of days ahead.  It’s best to eat light food 

like juice, vegetables and soup prior to the trip, then the truffles will be 

absorbed really well.  

Some people decide to eat nothing, but real fasting isn’t necessary by any 

means. In the morning of your trip-day,  you can take breakfast and a light 

lunch. Make sure you do not eat any fungi-related foods or red meat. It’s also 

better to avoid alcohol and coffee. 

You can stimulate a pleasurable experience in the days before the trip to fill 

your mind with pleasant images and sounds. You do this by watching some 

movies, reading books or listening to music. This can make your trip even more 

fascinating. It is also wise to think about your intention for this trip.   
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Own condition 

Don’t take psychedelic drugs when you are depressed, angry, sick or just 

want to forget about your worries. Psychedelics are mental magnifying glasses. 

People who are depressed or have psychological problems could use 

psychedelics under supervision of an experienced psychotherapist or shaman. 

Tripping on your own while suffering from psychological problems isn’t a good 

idea.   

Make sure you are well rested before you start eating magic truffles or 

magic mushrooms.  

Group tripping 

If you’re tripping within a group of people, it’s best when the group isn’t too 

big. Two to four people is the most ideal. If it’s your first time, you shouldn’t 

trip alone. Whether tripping alone later is a good idea, is personal. Some 

people feel less relaxed when alone, while others are more comfortable 

tripping by themselves. If you decide to trip with a group of friends, it isn’t 

necessary that one of you stays sober for whole the time. Usually it’s better 

when everyone is traveling to another dimension. If you are inexperienced, we 

advise that one person in the group takes a smaller dose than the others. 
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The most important thing is trust. Everybody should agree on a group-

decision. For example, when someone proposes to listen to music someone 

else isn’t comfortable with. It is wise to discuss these things before you eat 

magic truffles. 

Tripping with a sitter 

If you want to experiment with higher doses of truffles, it’s best to trip in 

the presence of a trip-sitter.  

The reassuring presence of a sitter is another important factor during your 

journey.  The sitter stays sober during your trip, so you can do what you want. 

When you’re thirsty, the sitter gets something to drink for you and when you 

feel cold, the sitter gives you a blanket. A sitter is someone who takes care of 

you during your journey. He or she is someone who can reassure and can 

explain why it is better to go with the flow and provide your "back on earth". 

When you’re confused the sitter helps you to stay calm and supports you to 

experience your trip to the fullest. Furthermore, the sitter remains silent. So 

ask a friend who does understand tripping, or an experienced psychonaut to sit 

by your journey.  
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The sitter shouldn’t talk like a psychoanalyst while you’re tripping. The role 

of the sitter is merely the passive facilitation of your trip. What a sitter can do is 

reassure you with words or touch, or if it really goes wrong, bring you to an aid 

station. 

Tripping outside in a calm environment 

Consider ‘packing’ a few days before tripping. Fill your brain with interesting 

information about documentaries, films or books or write down your own 

intentions or questions. Try to relax and avoid stressful situations. Take more 

walks in the woods or learn to meditate. This all can have a positive influence 

on your magic truffle trip, so it’s even more fascinating. 
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According to Terence McKenna, the best visual experiences are created in a 

dark room.  This is particularly important when taking a higher dosage. 

Tripping takes some practice if you want to have the best experience. You 

must learn what you control and what not, to see how far you can go.  It’s 

useless to try to resist things you can’t control. When psychedelics start 

working, you can’t stop the effect. When your consciousness is overwhelmed 

by vivid images and overwhelming thoughts, don’t panic. For instance, don’t 

start staring at the clock desperately to see when you’ll be sober again. And 

leave the phone turned off. It often makes more sense to stick to your original 

plan. Sometimes a walk can help you, but that depends on the surroundings. 

Often external impressions are extra confusing and disturbing. 

To weaken the effects of your trip, you could also take Valerian and 

Dextrose tablets. Take some vitamin C tablets or drink some orange juice.  

Do you still feel the need to call help, search help with someone who has 

experience with psychedelics. Don’t call direct family, since these people 

usually don’t know how to help and they could make the situation worse. 
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The use of other drugs while tripping 

Don’t use drugs when tripping on magic truffles. It is a magical experience 

on its own. 

There is only one exception worth mentioning, and that’s cannabis. Some 

people use cannabis before and during the trip, while others prefer to wait 

until the trip is over. So this is something you’ll have to decide for yourself. If 

you take it during the trip, it may prolong the peak and the trip itself. 

Environment 

Most people experience their first trip as an unforgettable experience. The 

environment where you take the magic truffles has a major influence on your 

feeling during the trip. 

Always make your journey in a pleasant, familiar location. The environment 

should be safe and enjoyable for everyone. Your home is perfect when you use 

magic truffles or mushrooms for the first time. However, you can also go 

outside in the garden, a park or a field. That could really be fun. A noisy city is 

not a good place. The calmness and colorfulness of nature works much better.  
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It isn’t advisable, especially for a 

first trip, to make contact with the 

‘outside world’, as appearing in 

public, call friends or send emails. 

It’s the best to disable your phone 

and doorbell, and disconnect from the internet so one can be fully engulfed in, 

and focused on the journey without distractions. 

Set and setting 

An example of a unfavorable set would be tripping  after a traumatic event 

or a stressful day. The trip may concentrate on these events and make the 

journey arduous.  

An unfavorable example of setting would be a venue with a large group of 

people whom you are unfamiliar with. Except when it is led by an experienced 

Shaman in a well occupied setting. 

Examples of favorable settings are; A natural area that is alleviated of the 

hustle and bustle of civilization; A clean bedroom with dim lights and pleasant 

scenery, or another quiet place that you love where you won’t  be bothered.  
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Prepare yourself with a supporting playlist of about 6 hours to go into your 

journey, so you only have to skip a number if you please. Get some nice warm 

blankets ready. During the trip you could get cold.  

Travel time 

In most ancient cultures ceremony’s take place from sunset till sunrise.  A 

great time of silence is when the evening has started, and you’ll trip into the 

night. During the time when most people are sleeping, we have access to a 

different kind of energy. We can be a door to another dimension where we can 

get even better access to our altered state of mind.  We have access to another 

world, a world that is clearer and more shadowy. Where the veils disappear 

and we know clearly what we are in the quiet of the night. 

However if you want to start sleeping at a normal day-time it’s recommended 

to start using truffles earlier on the day. Suppose you want to sleep around 

midnight, then you may want to take truffles around 5 or 6 P.M. 
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2.5.3  Ways to consume the magic 

There are different ways to consume magic truffles or magic mushooms: 

You can eat them, you can make a tea or you can smoke them. 

 The proof of the Magic is in the Eating 

If you decide to eat the truffles you taste the flavour better. To achieve the 

optimal effect, make sure you chew them well. Chewing release the psilocybin 

better. If the truffle is  properly crunched you should swallow. Usually it will 

take up 45 minutes before the first effects are noticeable.  Some people may 

experience a light stomach nausea just after they swallowed the truffles. Don’t 

worry, this is a perfectly normal side-effect that disappears when the psilocybin 

starts working. 

Tea, my dear? 

Another way to consume truffles is by making tea. Because the magic 

truffles have such a distinct taste some people prefer to make tea. To make tea 

you first have to boil some water in a pan. When the water is boiling, take the 

pan off the heat. Cut the magic truffles into little pieces and put them in the 

water. 
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Heat your tea again but make sure the 

water doesn’t start to boil. When it’s too 

hot the active ingredient is broken down. 

After 15 minutes your tea is ready to be 

filtered. You can add some honey if you 

want to make it taste better. However, be aware that sugars can lower the 

effect. 

Trufflemagic method 

This is how we prefer to consume the magic.  

1. Chop the Magic Truffles or Magic Mushrooms into small pieces.  

2. Put them in a cup.  

3. Pour some boiled water over it until the cup is 2/3 filled.  

4. Now take a spoon and eat the Magic pieces. Chew well and swallow.   

5. Drink the remaining tea while you rinse the little pieces into your 

stomach. 

This way you drink tea for a faster  absorption into the body, and by eating 

the remaining truffles, you consume the entire fungi. 
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Some like it sour 

Will the Lemon tek Increase the effect of your trip? Truffles and mushrooms 

may have a sour taste already. There’s a theory that the more acidic the 

solution is, the better it will work. That’s where the Lemon Tek comes in. And 

it’s gaining in popularity by the day. But does the Lemon Tek really work?

 

Instructions for preparing your Lemon Tek trip 

1. Slice a lemon in 4 parts so you can make juice of it. 

2. Powder your magic mushrooms or truffles in a grinder or 

coffee grinder, and put them in a glass. 
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3. Sqeeze out the lemons so that the juice is poured all over 

the mushrooms/truffles. Make sure the magic mushrooms 

or truffles are soaked completely. 

4. Let it sit for 20 to 25 minutes (not any longer!) and mix 

every five minutes. 

5. Drink the mixture. Know what you’re doing. It may be 

disgusting and very, very sour. 

6. Time to start tripping. 

Turning Psilocybin into Psilocin 

When we tried this, we had a stronger trip, but the reason is debatable. 

Your trip is probably stronger because of the larger surface area (powdered 

shroom or truffle in a fluid), which also happens if you make tea with your 

truffles. Other people claim that the Lemon dephosphorylates the Psilocybin, 

turning it into Psilocin which makes you trip, because it can be absorbed faster. 

This may be true, and if so, it would result in your trip starting 15-20 minutes 

earlier, but it’s not likely to make your trip stronger.  
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Lemon juice vs. stomach acid 

We’re not too sure about this theory, especially when you consider that 

your gastric acid is much stronger than lemon juice, and it will convert the 

Psilocybin faster than lemon juice, so eventually, the difference would be 

extremely minor. 

Smoking Baby! 

Although I never smoked magic mushrooms or truffles, there are some 

people who did.  One of the first who wrote about smoking the magic, was 

Carlos Castaneda: 

"The manipulatory technique for the fourth specific purpose utilized a 

smoking mixture made of dried mushrooms [psilocybe mexicana] mixed with 

different parts of five other plants, none of which was known to have 

hallucinogenic properties. The rule placed the emphasis on the act of inhaling 

the smoke from the mixture; the teacher thus used the word humito (little 

smoke) to refer to the ally contained in it. But I have called this process 

"ingestion-inhalation" because it was a combination of ingesting first and then 

of inhaling. The mushrooms, because of their softness, dried into a very fine 

dust which was rather difficult to burn. The other ingredients turned into 

shreds upon drying. These shreds were incinerated in the pipe bowl while the 
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mushroom powder, which did not burn so easily, was drawn into the mouth 

and ingested. Logically, the quantity of dried mushrooms ingested was larger 

than the quantity of shreds burned and inhaled." -- pages 175-176, The 

Teachings of Don Juan. 

"The process of "smoking" consisted of ingesting the fine mushroom 

powder, which did not incinerate, and inhaling the smoke of the other five 

plants that made up the mixture. Don Juan explained the profound effects that 

the mushrooms had on one's perceptual capacities as the "ally removing one's 

body."." -- 'A Separate Reality', Page 5, last paragraph, 2nd sentence. 

Hot Chocolate or not 

To make mushroom chocolate you will need some dried cubensis 

mushrooms and chocolate chips. Plan on using at least 20 grams of chocolate 

for each candy. 

Prepare your dried mushrooms by grinding them into a fine powder. A good 

dosage rule for these psychedelic candies Is to mix about one to two grams of 

mushrooms for each candy you intend to make for each 20 grams of chocolate. 

Melt the chocolate carefully over very low heat. Keep stirring over and over 

to prevent to burn the chocolate when heating on a stovetop.  
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Once the chocolate is liquid, simply mix your powdered mushrooms in. Mix 

well for an even dosage! Licking the pan is recommended! 

 

When you are ready to solidify the chocolate pour into candy molds or pour the 

liquid flat on a pan in order to make bars. Put in fridge to cool and solidify. 

Chocolate stores better over long periods of time in the freezer inside air-tight 

containers. Also I am told freezing chocolate causes it to 'bloom' meaning the 

fats migrate to the surface making lighter spots. 

Bonne appetit!! 
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2.5.4 Dosage 

Erowid once said: “Determining the correct dose can be the difference 

between a positive and negative experience. A low dose can cause irritation 

and can be uncomfortable. A too high dose can be frightening and potentially 

dangerous. Each individual reacts differently to various substances and 

dosages: Finding the appropriate amount that works for you is the trick. 

Moreover, some people do better on a slightly higher dose than others. 

There is nothing wrong with that as long as you are determined with 

responsibility. Of course, lower doses are cheaper, safer and there is less 

chance that the experience overwhelms you. A lower dose is always more 

suitable for public or if you still want to communicate well with others in any 

way whatsoever. Higher dosages are generally more intense, and there is less 

chance of an under-response or no response. Many people prefer a higher dose 

because they have a ‘discovery level’ they want to achieve. It’s best to do this 

in a safe environment where you can immediately sit or lie down when it 

seems appropriate. 
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Tripping dosage 

When choosing the dose, think about where you want to go during  your 

trip, what state of mind you would like to achieve and what kind of experience 

you are looking for. Body weight, health, gender and medications you take can 

all affect the intensity of the effect, as well as what, when and how much 

you’ve eaten that day. “ 

The average oral dose for adults, according to Hoffmann, is about 4-8 mg of 

psilocybin.  

So you can estimate what an appropriate dose is by checking the graphs in 

scientific literature. The amount for “% dry weight" is the same as the number 

of centigrams per gram, so you can multiply the amount of grams of shrooms 

by ten to find out.  

Here’s an easy to use dosage schedule for magic mushrooms:  

 05-10 grams for a light trip for starters, 

 10-25 grams for a medium trip, 

 25-60 grams for a trip to the highest level for true psychonauts.  

Unfortunately, there is no reliable way to the weight of fresh mushrooms to 

dry. They contain about 90% water (10 grams moist = 1 gram dry), but the ratio 
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for each species is slightly different. 
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If you are going to trip for the first time we recommend you to use 5-10 

grams of fresh mushrooms or truffles or no more than 1-2 grams of dried 

mushrooms. 

Also you can start using a milder kind of magic truffles for the first time like 

the Psilocybe mexicana for example. When you start with the Psilocybe 

hollandia, we recommend to take half a portion.  

However, it’s all up to your common sense and your experience with magic 

truffles and shrooms or other psychedelics. 

Terence McKenna (1946-2000 RIP) has always recommended what he 

famously calls "the heroic dose."  Chew five grams of dried mushrooms, lie 

down in darkness and silence, and you'll realize "every man can be a Magellan 

(navigator) in his own mind." However, I think that’s only for real psychonauts, 

like he was. 
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2.5.5 The trip begins  

Depending on the amount ingested, the amount of food in your stomach, 

and how you have consumed the Magic Mushrooms or Magic Truffles, it takes 

about ten minutes to an hour before you start to notice any effect.  Some 

people get a little bit restless because there is no way back now. Just relax and 

listen to music or meditate for a while. 

And then there are the  first symptoms. You can feel it coming into your 

body and mind. Maybe you feel your stomach or you can feel your body 

becoming heavier. Your pupils are getting wider, so the light gets more intense. 

While this happens you feel more and more heavy and maybe you want to 

lie down. The feelings are getting stronger and it feels as if you are slipping into 

the rabbit hole or if you are passing a tunneled roller-coaster where images will 

meet you in all kinds of different ways. 

This is the moment were you have to surrender completely, let it go and 

leave it to the magic of the Mushrooms or Truffles. The things you see, such as 

images and sounds around you, be more intense and wonderful. With your 

eyes closed, you see patterns that you also know from Persian carpets and 

stained glass windows, but with colors you do not even know in usual settings.  
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Sometimes the trip starts with rigidity. You may feel that it pinches, and that 

there are blockades that must be overcome. At such moments it may feel like 

you are in an intermediate space: you’re not where you started, but you’re still 

not where you want to be either. In other words, the trip isn’t in full swing yet. 

This can feel very strange. 

Sometimes certain trippers want to keep a degree of control. This longing 

for control works counterproductive and can cause a lot of mental suffering. 

Especially among very young adventurers I sometimes see the attitude of being 

tough and ready to handle the trip. It’s not a funny joyride. Be well-prepared. 

It’s best to have some reference for what you can experience in this sacred 

dimension. 
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Once you are in the whirlwind, it is virtually impossible to get out. At this 

stage, you can feel very emotional. You can focus more easily on issues, 

memories or feelings. Sometimes beautiful and sometimes very ugly. You 

realize things about your feelings, about the way you live or want to live, and 

your relationship with other people. Things you couldn’t see in a clear 

perspective before. 

You are now aware of things that you normally take for granted; This can be 

accompanied with feelings of joy, love, gratitude, or a religious experience, but 

also with depression or despair.  
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2.5.6 The peak  

And then you will sink deeply into the altered state of consciousness. The 

world turns inwards and there comes a time when you see just as much with 

eyes closed as with your eyes open.  

 

You enter a world with doors, halls and patterns, you might recognize them 

from a church or a temple in Mexico, Egypt or Greece. Corridors and doors, 

gates and staircases, jungles, mountains, other planets, carnival, strange faces; 
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you fly from one color and atmosphere in the other. The normal perspective is 

no longer there and you seem to be moved to where your attention goes.   

If you just open your eyes you sometimes think the corners of the room 

have changed; you are alienated from normal reality. But it is beautiful, 

fantastic, strange, fascinating, unusually colorful and lively. You see where the 

artists get their inspiration, you experience that these archetypal symbols, 

crosses and circles to mythical figures, play a role in your dream world.  

Microcosm and macrocosm are two aspects of a theory developed by the 

ancient Greek philosophers to describe the man and his place in the universe. 

These early thinkers saw the individual as a small world (microcosm), the 

composition and structure correspond to those of the universe, or "big world" 

(macrocosm). It is like the Microcosm realizes the connection with the 

Macrocosm.  Like a personal computer being connected to the internet. It’s all 

there, all you have to do is to download it into your system. 

However, what we experience during a trip is our interpretation of what’s 

inside of us on a different level than we are used to. These are your own 

experiences saved in your system in the form of symbols, images and 
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projections. On a subconscious or even unconscious level. And that’s why 

images in our own system can be good, but fearful as well.  

These feelings, thoughts and images come and go in such a haste that it’s 

like a continuous film, played on high speed. Sometimes you see fears and 

scary images, but that usually passes quickly, it is a magnifier of your reactions 

and emotions.  

You will be more aware of your feelings, also in the body. Everything will be 

exaggerated like, for example, a little pain in your stomach.  Try to realize that 

you normally also get such signals, which your body translates without making 

you aware of it. Now that you are, you'll feel it much more intensely. 

When you are really deep into your trip, and I mean really deep, you don’t 

have grip on your thoughts and feelings. They come in a way that is not always 

nice but it is good for you. The Magic Mushroom and Magic Truffles can serve 

as a potent "truth serum". If there are important issues you are ignoring in your 

life, they are very likely to torment you during a trip. A trip can be a very 

rigorous way to check up on your own current levels of self-awareness and self-

deception. If you are fundamentally unhappy and unfulfilled and you haven't 

been admitting it to yourself, this will become painfully clear.  This realization 
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can be very unpleasant but is also very helpful if you're ready to honestly face 

the feedback and correct the problem. 

Sometimes it is possible to steer in the direction you want to. All you have 

to do is to focus on something you encounter or on the direction you have 

planned before by setting your intention. This may be a question about the 

past, present or future, a deep fear that you want to investigate, or something 

completely different. Use your imagination. Everything is possible!  

It can help to have certain objects 

around you that can inspire you on 

your journey. Depending on your goal 

it can be pictures of people (alive or 

deceased), drawings or paintings, 

tarot cards, picture books from other 

countries and cultures, animals or 

plants or objects that have symbolic 

or emotional value to you.   

You can just look at an object and follow your own thoughts. But you might 

get inspired to make something with it.  
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A very special object to have is a mirror. Light some candles and just look at 

the one you see in the mirror; there are a lot of people and faces in you!  

It is often nice to have some drawing and writing materials at hand.  In 

combination with an object or picture there may be wonderful things occur.  

In a trip, you can get the impression that the world is a hell or heaven, but 

realize that it is your projection of a reality which can’t easily overcome the 

duality of good and evil. We got into the psychedelic state to another, more 

sensitive filter or maybe we just have no filter anymore. We come to our 

senses!  

Also you can learn from a trip that inside and outside, heaven and hell, 

above and below, are quite close to each other. 
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2.5.7 The flow 

After your peak has gone the impressions are less overwhelming and the 

speed has decreased. It’s more like a flow in which you can fly away to other 

experiences.   

At this point you could have reached a level of greater gracefulness and love 

and peace in your heart. Enjoying music can be very nice now. Also the touch of 

your beloved can feel more than nice. 
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Rest is an essential component of the set and setting. Take time for yourself, 

in addition to the attention you have for others and for external things. Of 

course it's nice to be in nature and to explore the world, in all this new wealth 

of colors, shapes, influences and awareness, but also turn inwards. With your 

eyes closed and without music, noise or other disturbances you can listen to 

the music in yourself, to your breathing and your heartbeat, and then 

automatically go on the inner trip, to depths in yourself.  

Author and famous psychonaut Terence McKenna believed that it’s best to 

use Magic Mushrooms  completely alone, in silence and darkness. For example 

at home or in a tent in the woods.  

I agree on that, because when taking Magic Mushrooms in darkness and 

silence there is no distraction from outside. The chance of disturbing events 

like annoying someone, or you worrying about a fellow traveler, is eliminated 

and therefore the risk of a "bad trip" is greatly reduced.  

However, while a trip all by yourself can be very special, some experience is 

desired. If you can go somewhere outside, you’ll discover a different side of 

nature. So relax and enjoy the journey.  
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You are much more sensitive to physical sensations. You are more aware of 

heat, cold, a cool breeze, different smells or the electric field of a device. Your 

senses are much stronger.  

Feel your body. While tripping it may seem as if your body is rubber but it is 

not. When you were in your head or even out of your body it is advisable to 

make sure your body is in a comfortable position. Also you can explore your 

body if the magic mushrooms haven’t done so. I often experience some kind of 

body scan throughout my entire body. The entheogens will find their way to 

places that need to be healed. 
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2.5.8 The afterglow 

You slowly feel the trip is coming to an end and you’re enjoying it even 

more. You have participated in an unforgettable experience and you can be 

proud of yourself and completely happy with yourself. 

The music is wonderful, you feel wonderful, everything is wonderful and 

feels so nice. You can still be a little instable in your body because it has to 

“come back to earth”.  

If you’re in a group, now is the time to share your experience. You like to 

hug everybody, believe me. 

You feel your body more and more and become aware of the need for 

drinking and eating. Take some fruit and enjoy the exquisite tastes… 

What about chocolate, or salted cookies, delicious. 

Usually I bake some fresh bread and put cheese, tomatoes, cucumber and 

pesto on it. But that depends on your personal taste.   

It’s impossible to remember each aspect of the journey, it is simply too 

much.  Memories will come in waves. However you will recognize symbols and 

patterns from your daily life. Geometric patterns, art from the sixties, seventies 

and psychedelic art now seem much clearer to you. 
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Keep the feeling of brightness with you. The feeling that your mind is 

completely focused and clear, not disturbed by anything because the noise is 

gone. According to the Mazatec Indians, the energy of the Magic Truffes and 

Mushrooms is still there long after a trip, about three months. 
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2.5.9 A bad trip 

It is best to accept the journey and try to enjoy. The cause of a 'bad trip' is 

often your own fear. 

Especially first time users may have negative feelings coming from 

insecurity: “what have I done to myself”. 

Or with a high dose of truffles you could be thinking: “do I ever get out of 

this trip”. 

Both are tricks of the mind, where your ego is having trouble to let go 

control.  Here the panic could knock you down and you’ll end up in a control 

loop, a loop that you do not dare to give in to. That can sometimes take hours 

and is called a ‘bad trip’. 

Then we have the not so nice experiences where you have a total loss of 

control and sense of time, and you are in a frightening situation. In this 

experience, you are confronted by things you have to learn about yourself or 

thoughts you need to let go.    

All these experiences actually just work on shifting of boundaries and 

sometimes the harder your process the more you have solved. Bad trips often 
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turn out to be good trips; you learned something and you did not lose in a 

daze.  

It is a myth that people during a trip think they can fly. Flying takes place in 

the inner landscape. Even at high doses of psilocybin, psilocin remains as a rule 

aware of the normal laws of nature, such as gravity and the fact that we do not 

have wings. Of course it is not advisable to take part in the traffic, as even tying 

your shoes will be difficult, you will not be inclined to step into a car. 

If despite a good preparation you end up in a bad trip you can do the 

following: 

 A bad trip is often caused by negative thoughts. Try to make negative 

thoughts go away by thinking of positive things. 

 If your negative feelings come from your environment try to influence 

it positively. Are you in a dark room, make sure you have good 

lighting. A hot room can also enhance the bad trip. Provide cooling by 

opening a window and drink a glass of ice cold water. 

 Take some orange juice or dextrose sugar to help neutralize the 

effects of magic mushrooms and magic truffles. The reason this works 

is because mushrooms drop your blood sugar, and when you eat 
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sugar, your sugar levels rise again so you feel stronger and more 

resistant to the bad thoughts. 

 After that you can take some valerian pills to make you relax. 

Trip Stoppers (dextrose and valerian tablets) can also be bought from the 

website www.trufflemagic.com 

A bad trip is never fun. But through these tips you might prevent it from 

happening. And even if it happens, at least you are prepared! A trip is meant to 

be a great and memorable experience. 

 

  

http://www.trufflemagic.com/?ap_id=alphagrowers&utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=ebook
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2.5.10 Tripping tips 

The intensity of your magic truffle or mushroom trip does not only depend 

on the species or dose you’re taking, there are a couple of measures you can 

keep in mind to get the most out of your goods. 

Truffles and mushrooms are products of nature, so the amount of the active 

substances (psilocybin and psilocin) is not exactly the same for every portion, 

but should be plenty. 

If you are taking your trip seriously, it’s best to eat light food like juice and 

soup (no meat and such) three days prior to the trip. Then the truffles will be 

absorbed really well. It’s also better not to drink any alcohol or coffee within 

that time. 

Here are some other important factors to keep in mind: 

- If you consume them before, after or during your meal (preferably 

before). 

- Don’t eat sugar (like sweets), it will lower the effect. 

- The fresher they are, the better the effect. Don’t break any seals until 

you actually take the product. Store fresh truffles or mushrooms in the 

fridge. 
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- Proper chewing causes the active ingredients to be released, and to be 

absorbed in your body better. 

- Your personal body-reaction. Not everyone is equally sensitive to truffles 

or mushrooms. 

- Stay in a comfortable mental state, don’t fight what happens to you. 

Others have suggested that “If you convince yourself that nothing will 

happen, it’s possible to keep yourself at baseline”. 

- We do not recommend taking magic truffles or mushrooms more often 

than once a week. You will become more immune. 

- And of course, you can always take a higher dose if you wish to increase 

the effect. 
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3 The possibilities 

When you buy your products in our 

webshop you are guaranteed of the best 

quality in the world.  

Why? Because we take great care of 

our production process using the latest 

technology.  
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We believe firmly that the only way 

to maintain a healthy market is to take 

great care during the production 

process. Unlike other growers we take 

care of our customers. We’re not in it to 

make a quick buck. We really want to 

raise the standard every day. That way you’ll keep enjoying the product. 

  

Because we deliver in an orderly fashion and the fastest way possible, you are 

guaranteed that your magic truffles will be fresh and the best possible quality. 
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And of course we offer the lowest prices. Give us a chance to prove our claims!  

Check the page: Price Comparison. 

A while ago we decided to start providing the truffle lovers in this world 

through a beautiful webshop. In the shop you can find everything you need 

about magic truffles and magic mushrooms. Along with the webshop we’ve 

launched a blog on which we post interesting articles about magic truffles and 

magic mushrooms, every week. 

 

http://www.trufflemagic.com/information/price-comparison-compare-prices-of-magic-truffles-and-magic-mushrooms/?ap_id=alphagrowers&utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=ebook
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3.1 Epilogue 

Thank you very much for reading this tripping guide. I hope this information 

was useful and helps you becoming a better person.  As you know, there are 

over hundreds of related articles on my website Trufflemagic.com 

If you have any comments or if you’d like to add some information to this 

guide, let me know on info@trufflemagic.com  I’m always looking for brothers 

and sisters who can help build the website by writing articles, help us selling 

the goods as an affiliate, leaving comments or tell your friends about us. 

May the Magic be with You.  

 

Peter de Boer 

 

 

  

http://www.trufflemagic.com/?ap_id=alphagrowers&utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=ebook
mailto:info@trufflemagic.com
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3.2 Products to buy 

As you now know we are the specialist in Magic Truffles and Magic 

Mushrooms. Magic Truffles can be sold easily, Magic Mushrooms can only be 

sold as Grow Kits. 

In our web shop you will find: 

 Separate vacuum sealed portions of the different kinds of Magic 

Truffles, 

 Bulk deals of 20 vacuum sealed portions of the different kinds of 

Magic Truffles, 

 Magic Truffle Grow Kits, 

 Magic Mushroom Grow Kits, 

 SpaceShrooms  

 100% Mycelium Magic Mushroom Growkits. 

  

http://www.trufflemagic.com/webshop/magic-truffles/?ap_id=alphagrowers&utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=ebook
http://www.trufflemagic.com/webshop/magic-truffles/?ap_id=alphagrowers&utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=ebook
http://www.trufflemagic.com/wehttp:/www.trufflemagic.com/webshop/magic-truffles/magic-truffle-bulk-deals/?ap_id=alphagrowers&utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=ebookbshop/magic-truffles/magic-truffle-bulk-deals/?ap_id=alphagrowers
http://www.trufflemagic.com/wehttp:/www.trufflemagic.com/webshop/magic-truffles/magic-truffle-bulk-deals/?ap_id=alphagrowers&utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=ebookbshop/magic-truffles/magic-truffle-bulk-deals/?ap_id=alphagrowers
http://www.trufflemagic.com/webshop/magic-truffle-growkits/?ap_id=alphagrowers&utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=ebook
http://www.trufflemagic.com/webshop/magic-mushroom-growkits/?ap_id=alphagrowers&utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=ebook
http://www.trufflemagic.com/webshop/space-shrooms/?ap_id=alphagrowers&utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=ebook
http://www.trufflemagic.com/webshop/100-percent-mycelium-growkits/?ap_id=alphagrowers&utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=ebook
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3.3 Used sources:  

 Shroomery,  

 Wikipedia, 

 Google, 

 iStockphoto 

 SXC.hu 

 Mushroom John 

 Thikal 

 Paul Stamets 

http://www.trufflemagic.com/?ap_id=alphagrowers
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